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Arcosanti

Arcosanti is located north of Phoenix Arizona, it is a stable built establishment. It's an ongoing project that is still developing as today they're trying to use 15 acres of land to hold 5000 people but they are currently at 6 acres. They find reusable resources to help this colony out to be more efficient and be ecologically environmental for this place. They have a bunch of ongoing projects on site and community service all the way around. One of their ways of revenue is that they make brass bells with unique designs on them that they sell all over Arizona state to make some revenue. The bells are the most income to support the site, plus there are handmade bells with unique craftsmanship only they know how to do.
Montezuma Castle

Montezuma Castle is a structure that is located on the cliffside of a mountain in a cave system of limestone cliff dwellings, they built the structure that there is a ladder system that was there before to get up to the castle to protect themselves from any predators and any enemies that try to invade their homes. The castle has about 45 to 50 rooms inside Estimated. The people are used to live there were the Sinagua-Hopi Natives for several years to suddenly disappear leaving behind a memory that will continue to live on with the support of the national park system.
The Desert Broom Library is located in Cave Creek, Arizona. The library building structure is incorporated with the landscape giving of meaning of connection to the desert landscape. The library has its own unique characteristic element design using spatial Form to draw the image that is showing. The metal beams that does a design of swirl around the building incorporated inside the library. The desert scenery complements the library showing a different element that is shown working through the metal bars. It makes you feel like you’re not even in the desert anymore because of a metal bars swirling around the building.
The Desert Botanical Garden located in Papago Park, Phoenix Arizona. The botanical garden shows a lot of desert Plants that are native to Arizona they are arranged in a category of plants that can work together in the landscape. The trails that go through the botanical Garden show you how wild life works with the plants and its history behind it. The cool thing about this botanical garden is the Night Theme with music and lights they’re kind of goes with you while walking through the garden, it shows a story with the plants correlating with the lighting. I was really inspired by this garden.
Doc Cavalliere Park located in Scottsdale, Arizona was built for sustainability and environmental understanding how to help the environment while using our materials to create a beautiful structure that can help us understand how are things coming to play with each other. This Park is for all ages, there are trails to hike, play areas for kids, and also sporting areas. The park also has art elements around the site that show some box frame viewing looking towards the top of a mountain. The views are so beautiful at this park just to see the organic features about the landscape that are shown within the park.
McDowell Sonoran Gateway Preserve located in Scottsdale, Arizona. This site was fascinating to look out walking through the trails and while looking at the landscape. It makes you feel like you’re at home walking through your backyard. Seeing all the wonderful plants and structures that are there. There are stages that people go and see performers while there. They have a large-scale model showing the layouts of the trails in the plants located. I would like to come back to this site again I thought it was really fascinating how it was structured. I think hiking is really fascinating with the landscape and it shows different characteristics of this site.
TELIESIN WEST

Taliesin West is located in Scottsdale, Arizona. It was created by Frank Lloyd Wright. It was one of his masterpieces and also his winter home and school for architecture. The way that he designed his building was to betray organic architecture. He built this site with students that want to learn architecture after high school with no experience at all. The students were under apprenticeship to learn his ways and understanding Frank Lloyd Wright’s process of organic architecture. I thought the site was amazing from each room to his office I felt inspired by his work that hopefully one day I can be like him and be the next greatest American architect.
The next area we visited was the Mesa Art Center located in Mesa, Arizona. What I felt going through this architecture art installation was to me really fascinating, because it played with light and different tones of color gradients that also show the use of sounds with the quality of space. While walking through the space this air bubble pocket I felt was like I was in a different world, fascinated by the color of the lights with the actual sunlight use the sounds they were making where clear to hear from across from me give an impression I was in space going through another dimension.
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